Kingdom Encounters
Mini Blueprint

Innovative, Fresh, Inviting
We believe in the power of:
o
o
o
o
o

Love – Declares God’s Love for Us and Our Love for One Another
The Word – Promotes Faith
The Cross – Deals specifically with Forgiveness
The Resurrection – Activates Salvation
The Holy Spirit – Accesses the Gifts of God for today

The Kingdom Encounter Model is designed to equip, train, disciple and release people into
dynamic ministries with specifically targeted strategies to encourage and promote Kingdom
activation. We are Kingdom focused not pastor driven.
Almost everywhere we go, we have choices, yet most churches offer only one choice in terms
of how you relate to that group of people and leaders. Instead, we offer four distinct
agreement relationships that we call splash zones because we believe that being in the river
of God is fun.
Our ten core values, along with the overall setting, reflects Kingdom life different from most
mainline churches, with the goal of developing and releasing a revival culture coupled with a
culture of honor. Prayer and worship are both essential as we do what we see Jesus doing.
We believe that ministry transitions and flexibility are normal and that effective relational
mobilization happens through intentional Kingdom priorities rather than religious structures.
If revival was coming to our area through normal church life, it would already be here.
We also believe that everyone who knows Jesus is called to lead something or someone
because we are challenged by God to go and make disciples. Yes, even youth and children can
be leaders in the Kingdom of God. So we believe that leaders are called to serve with a
standard of excellence. Excellence is a sign that Godly wisdom is flowing in a person’s life.
And wisdom, coupled with understanding, promotes Kingdom life development; and that life
is a consistent lifestyle, not just an occasional feeling on Sunday a morning.
Discipleship is the core of this new strategy and is encouraged and manifested through
teaching, SON groups, monthly revival services, sponsors, mentors, business, expressive arts
and something new called “rest.” Yes, we value times and seasons of rest for future work of
the ministry and to help avoid burnout. Additionally, we would rather see people try and fail
and try again, than never try at all. We are multicultural and multi-denominational.

Welcome to Kingdom Encounters
o We are delighted to meet you. Our goal is to encounter Jesus and His Kingdom
in everything we do. In Matthew 4:17 Jesus challenged us to repent, for the
Kingdom of Heaven is at hand. For most of us, our hands are attached to our
arms. The Kingdom of God is as close to you as your hands are.
o Here at Kingdom Encounters we affirm that we are not pastor driven, but
rather Kingdom focused, and we are on an excursion with Jesus. Jesus said in
John 5:19 that He only did what He saw the Father doing; so we embrace what
God is doing, not what He is not doing. Our motto is that Kingdom Encounters is
a unique place where everyone gets to play and we welcome the supernatural.
We are an Oasis of Joy. This is a new way not to do church.
o Kingdom Encounters is a fun place to engage in building a relationship with the
Lord, while simultaneously cultivating new friendships with others who share
this vision. We will do our best to provide you with a safe environment to
worship, experience the gifts of the Holy Spirit and learn practical applications
about the Kingdom of God.
o We share most of our announcements through technology and at our Care
Groups, which meet in homes during the week.
o Our leaders are available to serve and assist you with your spiritual journey.
Please contact them and they will gladly connect with you.
Senior Leaders:
Pastor Jay and Diane West anointed2go@cox.net 402-740-1933
CORE Team Leaders:
Sharon Fowler
Meta Gerson
Jason West
More information is available on our Kingdom Encounters Facebook & Instagram
pages and on our website (www.kingdomencounters.net).

